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There is a star in the sky that shines bright and clear.  A boy sits on 
his bed (fly, and, to) looks at the star.  He wonders (bird, as, how) big 
the star is.  He wonders (how, is, very) far away it is.  He wishes (he,
sky, has) could go to that star.  The (in, bed, boy) falls asleep wishing 
on the star. 
 (And, Goes, The) boy has a dream.  In his (big, dream, arms) he 
can fly.  He flies as (fast, visit, big) as a bird.  He flies as (clear, fast, 
go) as a plane.  He is not (boy, asleep, afraid) to fly.  In his dream, 
the (arms, sun, closer) goes down.  It is night, and (at, the, his) boy 
sees the star.  He says, "(Now, Away, Visit) that I can fly, I am (boy, 
going, twinkling) to visit that star and ask (its, very, his) name." 
 The boy points his arms (in, dream, at) the star.  He flies very fast.
(And, Wonders, The) star gets closer and closer.  The (boy, wishes, 
night) slows down and stops in front (your, of, in) the star. 
 "Star, what is your (name, bird, gets)?" the boy asks. 
 "I do not (see, have, you) a name.  No one has ever (twinkle, 
named, he) me," says the star. 
 "Then your (out, sky, name) is Joy.  Why do you twinkle, (boy, 
Joy, your)?" asks the boy. 
 "At night I (see, star, stop) you look out your window and (closer, 
watch, flies) me.  I twinkle for you." 
 The (he, of, boy) wakes up and looks out his (how, night, 
window).  He sees the star twinkling.  "Good (night, star, why), Joy.
Thank you for twinkling." 
 Joy (twinkles, bright, wonders) again, just for the boy. 
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 There is a star in the sky that shines bright and clear.  A boy sits 
on his bed (fly, and, to) looks at the star.  He wonders (bird, as, 
how) big the star is.  He wonders (how, is, very) far away it is.  He 
wishes (he, sky, has) could go to that star.  The (in, bed, boy) falls 
asleep wishing on the star. 

(And, Goes, The) boy has a dream.  In his (big, dream, arms) he 
can fly.  He flies as (fast, visit, big) as a bird.  He flies as (clear, fast, 
go) as a plane.  He is not (boy, asleep, afraid) to fly.  In his dream, 
the (arms, sun, closer) goes down.  It is night, and (at, the, his) boy 
sees the star.  He says, "(Now, Away, Visit) that I can fly, I am (boy,
going, twinkling) to visit that star and ask (its, very, his) name." 
 The boy points his arms (in, dream, at) the star.  He flies very 
fast. (And, Wonders, The) star gets closer and closer.  The (boy,
wishes, night) slows down and stops in front (your, of, in) the star. 
 "Star, what is your (name, bird, gets)?" the boy asks. 
 "I do not (see, have, you) a name.  No one has ever (twinkle,
named, he) me," says the star. 
 "Then your (out, sky, name) is Joy.  Why do you twinkle, (boy,
Joy, your)?" asks the boy. 
 "At night I (see, star, stop) you look out your window and (closer,
watch, flies) me.  I twinkle for you." 
 The (he, of, boy) wakes up and looks out his (how, night, 
window).  He sees the star twinkling.  "Good (night, star, why), Joy.
Thank you for twinkling." 
 Joy (twinkles, bright, wonders) again, just for the boy. 


